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BOILERPLATE

This playset is an accessory for the Fiasco role-playing game by Bully Pulpit Games.

This playset is copyright 2017 by Dean Bigbee. Fiasco is copyright 2009 by Jason Morningstar. All rights are reserved.

For more information about Fiasco or to download other playsets and materials, visit www.bullypulpitgames.com.

If you’d like to create your own playset or other Fiasco-related content, we’d like to help. Write us at info@bullypulpitgames.com.

A FEW IMPORTANT THINGS

This playset is designed for audiences 18+. It is intended to be wild & fun; to play with species, gender, sexuality & sexual health in a kind, loving & humorous way. It is NOT intended to open doors for mocking, shaming, or partaking in any form of otherism. Games are a great way to expand our empathy and understanding, so please do!

Support good sexual health - get tested today!
https://www.plannedparenthood.org


If you enjoyed this playset, or have any feedback you’d like me to listen to, message me on Twitter: @Dean_Bigbee
THE SCORE

THE FUTURE IS TERRIBLE AND SEXXXY

The year is 2092 and YOU are on Mars Colony - a barely held together hellscape filled with crooked earthlings, sexy mutants, & robots in beta. Your life sucks, but the dream of carving out a piece of personal paradise seems almost within reach.

To complicate matters, rogue scientist Darius Bronson has quietly cloned themself into a sentient STD and unleashed it upon Mars Colony. Once infected, STD Darius Bronson’s will merges with that of the host, giving them desires to seduce & infect the uninfected...and once fully matured, to kill the finance minister by any means possible.

The future is already a shit show. Try not to fuck it up more.

NEW PLAY DYNAMIC: THE STD

This dynamic can be used or ignored as much as players would like, and is a great tool for those struggling to find their character’s purpose in a scene. Infected? Seduce others, or hunt down & poison the finance minister or anyone who looks like them. Not infected? Put on your tinfoil hat to figure out why everyone you meet is trying to win your affection!

Before play have everyone roll a die. 1-2 means you’re infected; 4-6 means you’re in the clear. If no one rolls a 1 or 2, the lowest roller is infected. Feel free to change these numbers around if you’d like more or less players to be infected.

The virus is not guaranteed to have the same effect on everyone, and in the case of A.I.’s, can mutate entirely upon absorption into any of their biological components. Play with it how you’d like!

MOVIE NIGHT


“Have you brought any fruits or vegetables on the planet?”
–Immigration Officer, Total Recall
RELATIONSHIPS...

1  FAMILIAL
- Original & clone
- Emotionless human & highly emotional A.I. spouse
- Nearly identical test tube twins
- Human parent & mutant child
- Partnered by Genetic Diversity Program & expected to breed
- Original A.I. & newly upgraded model

2  COMMUNITY
- Celebrity auctioneer & obsessive collector
- Black market chocolatier & sugar addict
- Soccer player & sentient soccer ball
- Truck driver & stowaway
- Members of mutants anonymous
- The only 2 self-help writers on Mars

3  UH OH
- Trying to cover up a major accident
- Discovered the location of a forgotten nuke
- Accidentally killed the only original lobster specimen on the planet
- Found a document showing the colony will run out of oxygen in 7 weeks
- Stung by modified bees, now showing signs of mutation
- Fell to your deaths, revived by the glowing mineral in the pit
4 EARTH HISTORY

 Prisoners from Earth, sentenced to labor on Mars
 Fake news journalist & editor, exiled from Earth
 Libertarians come to Mars to inspire a Randian future
 Religious fanatics, wanting to keep Mars free of sin
 Were headed to a moon wedding, but got on the wrong spaceship
 Conspiracy theorists seeking proof of... anything

5 WORK

 Miner and foreman
 Energy company surveyors seeking a way to frack Mars
 Mars climate scientist & climate skeptic
 Wrestlers in the burgeoning Martian Wrestling Federation
 Wreckless drill operator & begrudging repairman
 Incompetent doctor & talented nurse

6 ALT SEX

 Lobster mutant dom & pinching fetish sub
 Trying to master the art of A.I. orgasms
 Feederism partners, with limited food credits
 Oxygen deprivation kink partners
 Partners in a 3-way relationship with a computer
 Sexy narcissist & their “imperfect” clone

...ON MARS COLONY
NEEDS...

1  TO LEARN THE TRUTH
   □  … about the true nature of the Mars project
   □  … about what the pastor is really doing on Tuesday mornings
   □  … of the secret communications between Earth and Mars
   □  … of the existence of the devil
   □  … of the purpose of the A.I. army
   □  … of your missing, mutated sibling

2  TO BECOME FAMOUS FOR
   □  … creating the first human / mutant / A.I. yoga training program
   □  … destroying this waste of a planet
   □  … handing over the reigns of society to the perfect A.I.
   □  … turning Mars Colony into a new Eden, controlled by you
   □  … having your genes be the predominant ones on the planet
   □  … creating a new Mars-centric technology

3  TO GET REVENGE
   □  … on the lobster mutant that killed your family
   □  … on the system that left you no choice but to come to Mars
   □  … on your scumbag uncle and his 20 clones
   □  … on those responsible for Larry exploding
   □  … on the middle manager who stole your incredible idea
   □  … on the Commander who never does anything right
4 TO BE CLEANSED

口 …of the guilt about your life before Mars
口 …of all clones, as they make an individual “less special”
口 …of the stench of the sinners around you
口 …of your “impure” desires that are getting more intense
口 …of the extra toes growing on your back after the incident
口 …of your babbling 2nd mouth that can only be silenced with drugs

5 TO BE ACCEPTED

口 …by the perfect & rational machine intelligence
口 …by the humans who hate you
口 …by the middle manager on a firing spree
口 …by the face growing out of your bed which ceaselessly mocks you
口 …by the Finance Minister, for whom you have many “great” ideas
口 …into the group of deplorables being shipped to a remote area

6 TO ESCAPE

口 …your mundane assignment
口 …your species-monogamous relationship
口 …the confines of the colony and strike out on your own
口 …from the lobster that you’re “certain” has been stalking you
口 …the shock bracelet around your ankle
口 …the staticy voice in your head that knows things before others do

...ON MARS COLONY
LOCATIONS...

1 HARD WORK

- The mine shaft where Larry exploded
- The dust mine where everyone gets Orange Lung
- Radioactive mineral warehouse #25-b
- The lobster mutation chamber
- Robot repair station 076alpha, known for its mishaps
- Middle management offices; where there’s booze, cake & desperation

2 LEISURE TIME

- Kittenz Koffee House, with the hot robot barista
- The pool known for mutant / human / A.I. hookups
- The church wine cellar
- Live action arcade, where players hack robots & make them brawl
- The auction house, which doubles as a storehouse for volatile liquids
- The play park, with Martian children and screaming sand

3 MISSION CRITICAL

- Inside a shuttle prepping to launch
- In the radio tower, where a disturbing message was just intercepted
- In the control room which oversees all Mars operations
- Deep underground, near the unstable ice reservoir that provides oxygen
- In the auctioneer’s apartment, where a horrifying secret is kept
- In the lab where a new form of lobster / human hybrid is being birthed
4 HUH?
- An illegal mutant sex club
- A mine shaft filled with decommissioned sex-bots
- A prototype holodeck set to Earth’s religious crusades
- Robot lube wrestling championship match
- Among the bones of an ancient alien beast
- In a small shrine built by defectors

5 SCIENCE
- In a blood soaked closet in the research ward
- Inside a gene bath where strange hybrids are left to form on their own
- In the apartment of the lead robotics scientist, who has a strange appetite
- Atop the communications tower, where there is unauthorized equipment
- In the warehouse housing the Lobster-Robot (Lob-Bot) abomination
- In the A.I. training facility

6 UNKNOWN CRATER
- Inside a glowing mineshaft at the heart of the weird crater
- Behind the rocks where you can overhear frantic communications
- In the specimen transport buggy leaving the crater
- Under the lead crater scientist’s bunk
- In the hastily erected tent around a wild discovery
- In the marine barracks, where soldiers tell stories of what’s below

...IN MARS COLONY
OBJECTS...

1 CROSS

A bottle of strange looking urine, marked “Drink Before Tuesday”

Video screen looping hidden footage of an illegal underground cake fight

A dead lobster

Larry’s foot, with more toes than there should be

A box of screaming slugs that can’t be killed

A blood stained copy of Total Recollection on VHS

2 WHAT’S THE STORY?

Picture of the auctioneer with a lobster nipped onto their genitals

A syringe with the finance minister’s name marked on it

A box of mutilated dolls, with “revenge” carved on each

Instructions on how to defuse a nuke, signed “with love, from Larry”

A box of food rations, with lipstick kisses on each package

A book with “I Killed Them” markered over every page

3 BE CAREFUL

A dented helmet filled with wires, labeled “Time Machine”

Radioactive chainsaw

Mutant strawberry that whispers “eat me, I’m delicious”

Chicken robot with a razor sharp beak

Tiny T-Rex stolen from the R&D department

Hand grenade with a crack down its side
4 Things You Don't Feel Safe With

- A strange doll that may be listening
- Computerized bible that speaks when it detects a potential sin
- A potted plant whose branches slowly move on their own
- A used condom with something growing inside
- An entire chocolate cake (highly illegal because of food rationings)
- Tube filled with moving teeth

5 Old Birthday Presents

- Oxycodone, 7 years past expiration
- Macaroni necklace from Earth that may still hold Earth bacteria
- A faulty, semi-sentient vacuum cleaner
- Lobster pheromone scented candle
- Digital watch that beeps every hour no matter what
- A mounted robot head that slings insults when anyone walks past

6 Why Is This in the Fridge?

- Placenta in a box, marked “dangerous”
- A glowing lobster claw
- A greasy jock strap that smells of something awful
- A locked cage filled with illegal desserts
- A note that says “Run while you can, this is a trap”
- Larry’s arm in fluid, appears to be regenerating

...In Mars Colony
A STD DARIUS BRONSON
INSTA-SETUP

RELATIONSHIPS ON MARS COLONY

For three players…

★ Uh Oh: Trying to cover up a major accident
★ Alt Sex: Lobster mutant dom & pinching fetish sub
★ Earth History: Religious fanatics, wanting to keep Mars free of sin

For four players, add…

★ Familial: Partnered by Genetic Diversity Program & expected to breed

For five players, add…

★ Community: Black market chocolatier & sugar addict

NEEDS ON MARS COLONY

For three players…

★ To Be Cleansed: of your 2nd mouth that can only be silenced with drugs

For four or five players, add…

★ To Get Revenge: on those responsible for Larry exploding

LOCATIONS ON MARS COLONY

For three, four or five players…

★ Huh?: An illegal mutant sex club

OBJECTS IN MARS COLONY

For three or four players…

★ Things You Don’t Feel Safe With: Bible that speaks when it detects a sin

For five players, add…

★ Old Birthday Presents: Lobster pheromone scented candle
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